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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0170873A1] 1. Pressure-means-operated, double-acting locking cylinder (1) for controlling at least one cover means, in particular
ventilation shutters, with - two pressure means connections (47, 48) arranged on one end of the locking cylinder (1), - one working piston (3), able
to be acted upon on both sides, displaceable between two end positions and - a device containing two axially spaced ball locking mechanisms
(balls 12, 12' and 13, 13') for mechanically locking the working piston (3) in both its end positions and for release of the working piston (3) and its
subsequent displacement from one of its end positions to the other or vice versa under the control of pressure means , whereby - both end positions
of the working piston (3) are determined by mountings (4, 5) fixed to the cylinder housing and corresponding to the ball locking mechanisms (balls
12, 12'and 13, 13'), - and a central control rod (14) is provided passing through the working piston (3) in a displaceable manner, movable by a
control piston (21) between two endpoints, on which rod inner locking rings (28, 29) are arranged in a displaceable manner opposite the mountings,
which rings have radially bearing areas (37, 38) on the ball side, so that each locks one set of balls (12, 12' and 13, 13') of a ball locking mechanism
distributed uniformly over the periphery in one end position of the working piston (3), the inner locking rings (28, 29) being oppositely spring-loaded
(springs 40, 41) toward one another and pressed toward shoulders (32, 33) arranged on the control rod (14), characterized in that - on each side
of the working piston (3) there is arranged a ball locking mechanism the balls of which (12, 12' and 13, 13') are held on the working piston (3), - the
mountings are constructed as outer flanged rings (4, 5) which for locking the balls (12, 12'or 13, 13') of each ball locking mechanism in one end
position of the worcking piston (3) have radially outer areas (35, 36) on the ball side, - the shoulders (32, 33) of the control rod (14) are arranged
between both inner locking rings (28, 29), - the control rod (14) is guided, in a sealed and displaceable manner, in the working piston (3), and - one
pressure means connection (47) is connected to the working cylinder chamber (24) on the far side of the pressure means connections (47, 48) and
one side of the working piston (3) trough the control rod (14), which is hollow, and the other pressure means connection (48) is connected in known
manner to the other working cylinder chamber (25) on the other side of the working piston (3).
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